REGISTRATION WITHOUT EXAMINATION AS CHEMICAL TECHNICIAN

For consideration of the Board are the following applicants for registration without examination as Chemical Technicians, pursuant to Section 18, Article II of Republic Act. No. 754, “An Act to Regulate the Practice of Chemistry in the Philippines and for other Purposes” and Section 2 of Board Resolution No. 03, Series of 1989, the Implementing Rules and Regulation (IRR) thereof.

CHEMICAL TECHNICIANS

1. ABENIR, EMELETA ANTONIO  
2. ALDEMITA, ROGELIO VILLAGRACIA  
3. AMATORIO, EMMANUEL GARGANTA  
4. ARTAGAME, EVILLA GANADILLO  
5. ASTILLERO, ANTHONY ARMENTA  
6. ATIENZA, TEODORO LANSIGAN  
7. AYAO, QUEENCY REYES  
8. BAYLON, ROIMO MARTIN  
9. BON, JULIET CALLO  
10. BONGAJIES, ANIGETO BELEN  
11. BUNJO, RICHARD BIALLEN  
12. BUSTAMANTE, LOUIE BERMILLO  
13. CABANERO, ROWENA JOY NAVARES  
14. CAÑETE, MICHELLE NODADO  
15. CANTILLO, MARTHY MAYHAY  
16. CARAMBAS, DAN PAUL GABAYERON  
17. CRUZ, CITADEL DELAS ARMAS  
18. CUEVAS, ANTONINO GUEVARA  
19. DACQUIL, ARMAN PATRONO  
20. DAGSAAN, MA. HANELYN BRIONES  
21. DE LA PEÑA, JENNIFER MEDRANO  
22. DOMINGO, PERFECTO JR. NICOMEDEZ  
23. ERMITAÑO, CYNTHIA PASADILLA  
24. ESPINAS, JAY ROY ENDAYA  
25. ESTOPACE, ELSIE FORMENTO  
26. FRANCISCO, NOEL MANGSINO  
27. HABIL, ENRICO MAGTALAS  
28. JAMBONGANAN, MITOS APUPIN  
29. JAVIER, EDISON CONCEPCION  
30. LANDICO, AIBIE BARRION  
31. LAPIS, JENNINE ROSE ALTOVEROS  
32. LATUMBO, JOSEPH MIESIAS  
33. LAZARO, JENNIFER MAGNO  
34. MALAPRE, ADRIAN BOTICARIO  
35. MALUSAY, KENNY GUILLARDA  
36. MANSALAPUZ, DONNA CASAPAO  
37. MANUEL, RUFIN DOMINGO  
38. MAWILI, MARIA NELIZA LIMLENGCO  
39. MEDIALDEA, JOYLEN FERNANDEZ  
40. MEDINA, FREDERICK VERANO  
41. MIRASOL, JOINARD RECTO  
42. NON, JAYDEE BOY BUERE  
43. OLVIDA, TIRSO LLANDERAL  
44. PALOMA, JENNIFER SALCEDO  
45. PANOPIO, RYLL HAYDEN MALUNTAG  
46. PANTILAGAN, JOANN BARREDO  
47. PELAGRINA, AMADO BAGASBAS  
48. PERLAS, CATERINE FLORES  
49. PORNILLOS, JESUS RIA VIVAS  
50. QUITIL, JOY PEREIRA
51. REAL, MARY JOY SESE
52. REYES, JERIEL VENTURA
53. RODRIGUEZ, LOIDA DIOLOLA
54. RODRIGUEZ, MANUEL BALASTA
55. ROQUE, SIERRA LANE TOLENTINO
56. SALCEDO, JOSE EDWIN RAPOSA
57. SANGUENZA, JOEL DIMAANO
58. SANTOS, MARNOL VILLATEMA
59. SELIBIO, OLIVER STA. ANA
60. SOLIVEN, JAG ORDA
61. SUMAGUE, MARTIN CORONEL
62. TALEON, Verna Montaño
63. TAMBA, JOSEPHINE TICAR
64. TANEDO, JASON VILLAMAYOR
65. TAYAW, JONJON ROBLES
66. TEJIDOR, EDLYN TUIBEO
67. TIMBAL, JOSE EVAN BAUTISTA

Upon review and consideration of the documents and records submitted, the Board finds that the abovenamed applicants have satisfactorily met the legal requirements prescribed for their registration as Chemical Technicians.

NOW THEREFORE, the Board RESOLVES, as it is hereby RESOLVED, to allow their registration as CHEMICAL TECHNICIANS. Let their Certificates of Registration and Professional Identification cards be issued after they shall have registered and taken their oaths as professionals.

Done in the city of Manila, this 18th day of Feb. of 2016.
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